
Terrapin Glass
Memorials

Soothe the ache of loss with beautiful pieces of glass art
containing your loved one's ashes.
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You can place your order directly on our website:
www.terrapinglass.com/memorials

Ash preparation and delivery:

Put approximately one teaspoon of ash per Memorial in one plastic sealed bag, then put that bag into another
bag (just to be safe!) Write your name and order number on the bag. Feel free to include a picture of the person
or pet. We will have it displayed while making your Memorial to keep that soul in mind.

Mail the ashes to:

Terrapin Glassblowing Studio
79 Hadley Road
Jaffrey, NH 03452

Do you live locally? 

If so, schedule your contact-free drop off of the ashes via our website: https://TerrapinGlass.com/calendar 

Need some assistance?

Schedule a 30-minute timeslot to come into our space and view our samples to see shapes, sizes, and colors.
During this time we will collect the ashes, answer any questions you may have, and take your order. The cost is
$25 for the half-hour. Feel free to bring a picture of the person or pet. We will have it displayed while making
your Memorial to keep that soul in mind. We ask that a maximum of 3 masked people attend this scheduled
time. Schedule your time via our website: TerrapinGlass.com/Calendar

All unused ashes and pictures will be returned to you with the order. Please allow 2-5 weeks for pick-up or
delivery.

 
Prices effective 4/1/2021 ~ subject to change

Ordering Instructions
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Please note that we hand-make each Memorial piece. Due
to the inherent nature of working with hot glass, each piece

will be unique; with slight variations in shape, size, color,
and design. With that said, due to the custom nature of

using your loved one’s ashes in our work we are unable to
offer refunds or exchanges. If you are unsatisfied for any

reason, please contact us immediately. We stand behind the
craftsmanship of our work and do our best to make a

consistent product.

Terrapin Glassblowing Studio

Our Commitment
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Blue Water
Paperweight

“Let the blue sky meet the blue sea
and all is blue for a time.” 

Moncy Barbour

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$125

From our "Specialty Line" of paperweights. 
Each glass orb in this collection has 

specially selected colors blended together 
to celebrate the life of your loved one. 

Specialty Line
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Snowflakes
Paperweight
“Like snowflakes, your words fall silent.

But my heart still hears your voice.”
Angie Weiland-Crosby.

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$125

From our "Specialty Line" of paperweights. 
Each glass orb in this collection has 

specially selected colors blended together 
to celebrate the life of your loved one. 

Specialty Line
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Magical Forest
Paperweight

“To walk in nature is to witness a
thousand miracles.”

Mary Davis

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$125

From our "Specialty Line" of paperweights. 
Each glass orb in this collection has 

specially selected colors blended together 
to celebrate the life of your loved one. 

Specialty Line
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Night Sky
Paperweight

“When you miss me just look up to
the night sky and remember, I’m like
a star; sometimes you can’t see me,

but I’m always there.”
Jayde Nicole

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$125

From our "Specialty Line" of paperweights. 
Each glass orb in this collection has 

specially selected colors blended together 
to celebrate the life of your loved one. 

Specialty Line
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Fiery Sunset
Paperweight

“The sky broke like an egg into full
sunset and the water caught fire.”

Pamela Hansford Johnson

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$125

From our "Specialty Line" of paperweights. 
Each glass orb in this collection has 

specially selected colors blended together 
to celebrate the life of your loved one. 

Specialty Line
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Purple Sunset
Paperweight
“Every sunset brings the promise 

of a new dawn.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$125

From our "Specialty Line" of paperweights. 
Each glass orb in this collection has 
specially selected colors blended together 
to celebrate the life of your loved one. 

Specialty Line
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Specialty
Paperweight

with 24k Gold

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$200

Select one of our 
"Specialty Line" paperweights

and add 24k Gold to honor 
your special loved one.

Specialty Line
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Specialty Hair
Keepsake

Paperweight

Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$200

These paperweights have a
thumb-sized space to safely
store your loved one's locks of
hair. Select one of our 
"Specialty Line" color
combinations.

Specialty Line
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Angel

“You may have lost a loved
one, but heaven gained
another angel.” unknown

Size is approximately 5" tall and 3" wide
Light stand not included
$375

Our regular size angel has the
ashes swirled inside the body

with the colors that you select.
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“Guardian angels up above
please protect the ones we
love.” unknown

Size is approximately 6.5" tall and 3" wide
Light stand not included
$525

Our large angel has prayer hands
and a ruffled skirt. The ashes
swirled inside the body with the
colors that you select.

Large Angel
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Find peace with the loss of your
precious pet with this sweet
sleeping cat memorial. Choose a
color that best matches your kitty’s
fur, eyes or perhaps the color of
their collar.

Select one or two colors from the "Soft Glass Color Chart"
Size is approximately 2.5" - 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$75

Curled Up
Cat
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Capture the light of your loved
ones within these decorative

suncatchers. Each piece has an
ornamental imprint and a loop for

hanging in your window.

Approximately 3.5" in diameter
 Select one or two colors from the
"Soft Glass Color Chart"
  $60

Suncatchers

Imprints to choose from:
     Sun Stamp    
     Ribbon Stamp
     Paw Print Stamp
     Turtle Stamp  
     Owl Stamp
     Dragonfly Stamp
     Maple Leaf Stamp
     No Stamp, Flat Design
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These Soothing Stones made in the
Hot Shop by Dominique are the

perfect size to fit in the palm of your
hand. Hold onto it tight and get

some relief from the loss of your
loved one.

 Approximately 2" - 2.5" in diameter 
Select one or two colors from the "Soft Glass
Color Chart"
Light stand not included
$40

Soft Glass
Soothing

Stone
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Reflect your love with this solid
glass heart paperweight. Perfect to
hold in moments of grief and to
brighten up a special shelf.

Select one or two colors from the 
"Soft Glass Color Chart"

Medium Heart Paperweight
     Size is approximately 3" - 3.5" in diameter
     Light stand not included
     $90

Small Heart Paperweight
     Size is approximately 2.5" in diameter
     Light stand not included
     $60

Heart
Paperweight
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Release the weight of grief with this
sturdy paperweight. Place this

traditional solid glass orb in your
home or office to keep your loved

one nearby.

Select one or two colors from the "Soft Glass
Color Chart"

Medium Paperweight
     Size is approximately 3" in diameter
     Light stand not included
     $100

Small Paperweight
     Size is approximately 2" in diameter
     Light stand not included
     $70

Paperweight
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Honor that special person or pet
with a paperweight containing
24k Gold. Pick one or two colors
to enhance the Gold.

Select one or two colors from the 
"Soft Glass Color Chart"
Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$175

Paperweight
with 24k
Gold
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These paperweights have a
thumb-sized space to safely store

your loved one's locks of hair.

Hair
Keepsake

Paperweight 
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Select one or two colors from the 
"Soft Glass Color Chart"
Size is approximately 3" in diameter
Light stand not included
$175



Not sure what colors you want?
 
We will make color samples
without ashes so that you can see
what the finished product will look
like. The color sample will be a flat
glass patty with the colors you
selected swirled inside with a layer
of clear glass encasing it .

Select one or two colors from the "Soft
Glass Color Chart" for each sample
Size is approximately 2.5" in diameter

One color sample   $20
Three pack of color samples $45
  

Soft Glass
Color Samples
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Known to last through the
coldest days of winter, cardinals

bring the message of strength
through struggle. With ashes

encased in the chest of the
flying bird or the base of the
standing bird, it's bright red

wings glistening, it serves as a
loving reminder of the power

within.
The Flying Cardinal
     Approximately 3" - 3.5" wide by 2" - 2.5" tall 
     The ashes will be in the chest of the bird
     Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
     $150

The Cardinal on the Stand
     Approximately 3" - 3.5" wide by 2.5" - 3" tall
     The ashes will be in the base of the stand
     $160

Cardinal
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Hummingbird
It’s interesting to note that

hummingbirds are the smallest of all
species of birds. Some cultures believe

that symbolically, they represent joy,
luck and happiness. Other beliefs are

that they are messengers from Heaven
encouraging us to release our grief.We

hope that these beautiful little birds
bring you peace and hope.

Ashes will be in the chest of the bird
Approximate size 4" wing span, 3.5" long
Colors are as shown
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$150
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Dragonfly
In support of this difficult transition,

dragonflies can symbolize
adaptability and strength through

grief. This magical creature shows up
just when you need a sign to know

you're not alone. In its glass form, the
ashes are encased at the heart of the

dragonfly, its wings catching the light
through your window.

Approximate size 3.5" -  4" wingspan, 3.5" - 4" long
Four color options: Amber, Blue, Green and Rose
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$125
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Celebrate your loved one’s Celtic
Origins with this four leaf
Shamrock. Traditionally, the three
leaves represent faith, hope and
love. The fourth leaf is where the
luck comes in! 

Includes a glass hook for hanging.

Size is approximately 1.75" - 2" long,  1.25" - 1.5" wide
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$65

Shamrock
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"A rose speaks of love silently in a
language known only to the
heart."
                                   Author Unknown

Unlike our other designs, these
don’t show the ashes which is
nice for people who prefer them
to be more subtle and hidden.

Color options: blue, clear, pink, purple, red,
white, yellow
Approximately 5" long, bud is 3/4" - 1" wide
$55

Rose
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Charm Bead
A small and tasteful accent to keep your loved ones close
with you every day. These Charm Beads are handmade
using Moretti glass. Our beads have a hole size large
enough to fit charm bracelets.

Add a stainless steel
insert to your memorial

bead for an extra $10 per
bead as a finishing touch

Select one color from the "Bead Color Chart" 
$40 per bead
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Petite Pendant
Looking for something a little smaller for a ‘petite’ person or
a child? This line of Memorial pendants are about 1 1/4″ long
by 1/2″ wide.
Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart" 
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$60
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Simple and elegant with sterling
silver accents, these round beads
are a subtle expression of
connection between you and your
family member or pet.

Select one color from the "Bead Color Chart"
Bead size is approximately 1/2" to 3/4"
Chain & cord not included
$75

Spirit Sphere
Pendant
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Honor your loved ones in a
beautiful and respectful way on

your special day with a Spirit
Sphere Pin. These stick pins have

sterling silver accents and could be
added to a wedding bouquet, lapel

or a special hat.

Select one color from the "Bead Color Chart"
Bead size is approximately 1/2" to 3/4"
$75

Spirit
Sphere Pin
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"Those memories like the starry
night sky still as a farawy light" ~
Anu Menon

Starry Night Sky
Pendant

Pendant sizes vary based on shape, they are 
 3/4" - 1.5" wide by 1" - 2" long
These pendants are available in four styles:
droplet, heart, round, and pointed.
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$85 each

Let your loved one's ashes become
stars in this night sky pendant. Pick

from four shapes to customize
your Memorial piece. 
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Our Air inspired pendant evokes the
feeling of a fresh breeze brushing against
your skin, giving you the sense that your
loved one is close by.

Air Pendant

Pendant sizes vary based on shape, they are  
3/4" - 1.5" wide by 1" - 2" long
These pendants are available in four styles:
droplet, heart, round, and pointed.
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$85 each

Element Line

Each one-of-a-kind pendant is made up
of special color combinations to reflect

one of the four elements: Fire, Earth, Air,
and Water to create a truly stunning swirl

of your loved one's ashes and sparkling
glass. Pick from four shapes to customize

your Memorial piece. 
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Earth Pendant
Our Earth inspired pendant reflects the
vast beauty of our home. Wear this one
of a kind memorial piece and feel the
grounding energy our planet has to
offer.

Pendant sizes vary based on shape, they are 
 3/4" - 1.5" wide by 1" - 2" long
These pendants are available in four styles:
droplet, heart, round, and pointed.
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$85 each

Element Line

Each one-of-a-kind pendant is made
up of special color combinations to

reflect one of the four elements: Fire,
Earth, Air, and Water to create a truly

stunning swirl of your loved one's
ashes and sparkling glass. Pick from

four shapes to customize your
Memorial piece. 
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Ignite the love in your heart and
reminisce on the warmth and energy that
your loved one brought into your life
with our Fire inspired pendant.

Fire Pendant

Pendant sizes vary based on shape, they are 
 3/4" - 1.5" wide by 1" - 2" long
These pendants are available in four styles:
droplet, heart, round, and pointed.
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$85 each

Element Line

Each one-of-a-kind pendant is made up
of special color combinations to reflect

one of the four elements: Fire, Earth, Air,
and Water to create a truly stunning swirl

of your loved one's ashes and sparkling
glass. Pick from four shapes to customize

your Memorial piece. 
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Water Pendant
Flow with the ever-changing energy of
water during this transition of life with
our Water inspired pendant.

Pendant sizes vary based on shape, they are 
 3/4" - 1.5" wide by 1" - 2" long
These pendants are available in four styles:
droplet, heart, round, and pointed.
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$85 each

Element Line

Each one-of-a-kind pendant is made up
of special color combinations to reflect

one of the four elements: Fire, Earth,
Air, and Water to create a truly stunning

swirl of your loved one's ashes and
sparkling glass. Pick from four shapes

to customize your Memorial piece. 
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Tranquility
Pendant

Find serenity in knowing that your loved
ones are always close to your heart with
our Tranquility Pendants. 

Approximate size 1" x 1"
These pendants are available in four styles:
droplet,  heart, round, and pointed.
Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$65 each
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Dichroic
Tranquility
Pendant
Add extra shimmer and shine to our
Tranquility Pendant line. Dichroic
glass is encased along with the
ashes giving these one of a kind
pendants a brillant finish.

These pendants are available in three styles:
heart, round, and pointed.
Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Approximate sizes are: 1" x 1"- 1.5"
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
$100
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Looking for a custom ring? We are
working in collaboration with
Tanguay Jewelers of Gardner MA to
create beautiful custom rings. We
will make the ring top with the
color that you've selected, then you
take the ring top to Tanguay who
will design a custom ring made to
your specifications.

Standard ring top        $40
     Size approximately 14mm 
     Select one color from the "Bead Color Chart"

Large ring top                $50
     Size approximately 16mm
     Select one color from the "Bead Color Chart" 
      or one color from the Element Line

Ring Top

TanguayJewelers.com 39



Touch
Stone

Hold tight onto the memory of your
loved one with our Touch Stone
Memorials. Carry them in your
pocket for a little extra support.

Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Approximate size is 1" x 1.5"
$65
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Hang these beautiful ornaments in
a window to reflect the sunshine or
find a special place on the tree and
remember the light of your loved
one.

Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Size is approximately 4.5" long,  1/2" wide
$100

Sunshine
Spinner
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Remember the adventurous spirit of your loved one and
bring them everywhere you go with our Key Fob. 

Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Size is approximately 1" - 1.25" in diameter
$65

Key Fob
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Cherish the playful nature of your
loved one with these handmade

marbles. Ashes are beautifully
combined with color to create an

internal, twist pattern within the glass.

Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Size is approximately 1" in diameter
$75

Marble
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Stretching
Kitty

"The road to my heart is paved with paw
prints."    Author Unknown

The ashes will be swirled in the body of
the kitty.

Approximate size 3" - 3.5" long, .75" wide, .75" - 1" high
Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
$125
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We respectfully make these

keepsakes with your beloved pet's

ashes inside. With every "Paws"

Memorial sold, we will donate 10%

of the sales directly towards saving

dogs' lives through Paws New

England.

Select one color from the "Boro Color Chart"
Size is approximately 1" in diameter
Chain, cord, and jump ring not included
 $100

"Paws"
Pendant

Our "Paws" Memorial Fundraising Line

www.PawsNewEngland.com 45



Let the brilliant colors of your

Memorial shine through with 

a light stand. 

This or a similar battery operated white light stand.
 $15

Light Stand
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Display Memorial Birds, 

Dragonflies or Sunshine Spinners

This or a similar stand.
Size is 9" tall with a 4" circle base
 $12

Metal Stand
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Soft Glass Color Chart

Cobalt Blue Lapis Blue Sky Blue Turquoise Gray

Ruby Red Coral Red Carrot Saffron

Yellow

Sparkly Green Apple Green Bright Green Amber Creamy Coffee

Blackish Amethyst Light Purple Magenta Light Pink 48



Boro Color Chart
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Bead
Color
Chart

Ocean Sand may include hints of green

Autumn Sunset may include hints of purple
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What started in 2009...
as a way for our own family to find peace with grief has blossomed into
a beautiful way to share that healing with the world. We respectfully
encase people or pet’s crematory ashes into molten glass forms. This is
a delicate process done only by our most experienced glassblowers in a
private setting. The studio is owned and operated by Dominique and
Anne Marie Caissie, a mother/daughter team, and is located in the heart
of the Monadnock Region of New Hampshire.

About Terrapin
Glassblowing
Studio
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Find Us Online

Facebook
facebook.com/
GlassMemorials

Instagram

@glassmemorials

Connect with Us
Owners - Daughter & Mother
Dominique and Anne Marie Caissie

Email
info@TerrapinGlass.com

Website
www.TerrapinGlass.com/Memorials

Phone number
603-593-5073

#terrapinglassmemorials


